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Automation Developer with 2 years of experience in Designing, developing, and 
deploying complex interfaces required, Analyzing computer applications; 
implementing new features and user interfaces. Responsible for Analyzing user 
requirements, procedures, and problems to improve computer systems.

EXPERIENCE

Automation Developer
ABC Corporation - AUGUST 2009 – JULY 2009

 Clarified application is Customer Relationship Management which has 
the process of capturing a record of your interactions with customers.

 Built on the concept of workflow, queues, ownership, and 
interactions, including cases, commitments, one-and-done and 
transfers.

 Called are routed from the Interactive Voice Response (IVR) to Clarify 
CM.

 Worked in a pair programming environment to automate the 
installation process of various products Implemented test driven.

 Used these design elements and more to interface with robots, PLCs, 
National Instruments controllers, and other low-level digital devices.

 Created fail-safe, industrial-strength applications for automotive paint
facilities.

 Gained an understanding of various application release plans to 
ensure automations are not impacted by system updates.

Automation Developer 
Delta Corporation - 2007 – 2009

 Project Name Bridger Files Role Automation Developer Selected - 
Developing Excel Macro to obtain Bridger File.

 Mastered Visual Basic 6, SQL, and relational database design.
 Gained experience with PLC ladder logic, Rockwell Software solutions,

fundamental principals of electricity, LabView programming, FPGA 
theory and .

 Find out new features of Windows beta, OS beta, iOS beta and 
Android - Test Polycom RealPresence Desktop on Windows and Mac 
endpoints - Execute test .

 When a call is delivered, Clarify attempts to retrieve the customers 
interaction history using the mobile number provided to the IVR.

 Clarify CM located the customers information, the Verify Caller page 
opens.

 Clarify CM is unable to locate the customer information, the system 
enables you to perform a manual search of the customer information 
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using alternative search criteria.

EDUCATION

 High School Diploma

SKILLS

SQL, Programming, SQL Server.
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